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APOLLO OPERATIONS HANDBOOK 
5.2.l GUIDANCE, NAVIGATION, & CONTROL SUBSYSH::M 
5. 2. 1. 1 General 
The Guidance, Navigation, and Control Subsystem (GN&CS) consists of a primary guidance and 
navigation section (PGNS), abort guidance section (A GS), control electronics section (CES) , and 
radar section. GN&CS malfunction procedures are divided as follows: 
• Integrated GN &CS flight displays (paragraph 5. 2. 2) 
• Primary guidance and navigation section (paragraph 5. 2. 3) 
• Abort guidance section (paragraph 5. 2. 4) 
• Control electronics section (paragraph 5. 2. 5) 
Radar section malfunctions are manifested by abnormal flight display readings or improper LGC 
operation. Therefore, these malfunctions are included in the malfunction procedures for the 
integrated GN&CS flight displays and the primary guidance and navigation section. 
Major GN&CS malfunction symptoms A and B serve as entry points for GN&CS malfunction 
procedure paragraphs 5. 2. 2 through 5. 2. 5. 
5. 2. 1. 2 Assumptions 
The GN&CS malfunction procedures assume that if the LM is in a critical maneuver, the crew 
performs only those steps required to safe the LM. The crew can continue the diagnostic pro-
cedures at their convenience. 
Because the requirements for LM 5 missions F and G are not fully defined, the following five 
mission phases, in which a GN &CS malfunction can occur, are considered. 
• Coast 
• Orbital thrust 
• Powered descent/ascent burns 
• Lunar surface stay 
• AGS-controlled engine burn (mission F only) 




Total attitude abnormal A 5.2-5 
FDAI error needles abnormal B - 5. 2-5 




Abnormal vehicle dynamics FDAI error needles abnormal B 5.2-5 
ORDEAL failure Total attitude abnormal A 5.2-5 
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DESCENT ENGINE CONTROL ASSEMBLY 
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Engine Cont rol Logic 
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STATE OF K6A 
In state previously held( l) 
Cl osed circuit 
Open circuit 
In state previously held 
(1) Prior to receipt of the Engine Arm , K6A 
is always open . 
(2) 1 = Respective external contacts closed . 
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DECA REIAY RACE 
Prompted by t roubleshooting LM-4 TDR Nwnber 13, an analysis of the relay 
pull-in times associated with the arming of the Descent Engine has 
revealed a "race" condition, involving two relays in the DECA . An 
unfavorabl e outcome of this race condition will result in arming and 
simultaneously starting the Descent Engine. 
The race condit ion means (1) the Descent Engine may be started without 
ullage, and (2) the Descent Engine may be firing with an uncontrollable 
thrust vector since the PGNCS will not be in control at the timeo 
The above race condition occurs only if there is no AUTO OFF discrete 
provided to the descent engine control logic . Under this abnormal 
condition, the race is initiated upon selection of "descent" engine arm 
via the Engine Arm Select Switch (lSl). The race is between the Descent 
Engine Auto Start Relay K-6 and the Descent Engine Control Logic Memory 
Relay K-28. The unfavorable outcome of the "race" condition occurs if 
K-6 ''beats out II K-28, the result of which is a start signal being issued 
the Descent Engine via Relay K-6 shortly after engine arming has occurred. 
The above race condition does not exist if the AUTO OFF signal is being 
provided into the control logic. With this signal present, the logic is 
designed to prevent K-6 operation. A review of both the Abort Guidance 
System and the Primary Guidance, Navigation, and Control System flight 
software reveals that the flight programs are designed to issue the 
required AUTO OFF discrete to the engine control logic . 
The unfavorable consequence of the DECA Relay Race event is produced when, 
in the absences of any automatic descent engine commands, the initial 
arming conditions require K-28, the DECA automatic descent engine logic 
"memory" relay, to pull in before relay K-6 pulls in. Should the reverse 
take place, the DECA automatic descent engine logic will lat ch in t he 
ON condit iono The race condition is a result of relay pull-in times as 
not ed belowo The pull-in of K-28 is delayed by the pull-in time of 
1K6/2K6 in Control Assembly Three. The DECA arming relays K-l/K- 23 
a re allowed to pull in supplying 28 VDC to the relay driver. 
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